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Set out below are the key messages that the PBO would like to bring to Members’ attention while they 
are preparing for Budget 2020.

The economy continues to perform strongly, and fiscal policy in Budget 2020 should reflect this…

 » Budget 2020 needs to be cautious in order to manage the risk of overheating and continue to 
address bottlenecks that are holding back growth (e.g. housing and infrastructure). In the first 
half of 2019:

•	 GDP grew by 6.6%; and
•	 Modified Domestic Final Demand grew by 2.3%.

 » The tight labour market (unemployment rate in Q2 was 5.4%) and rising wages (grew by 3.3% in H1 
2019) point to an economy which may face a risk of overheating in the short to medium-term.

 » While debt sustainability has improved, the level of public debt remains high. The debt ratio 
fell to 64.8% in 2018. However, the ratio is nearly 40 percentage points higher when scaled by GNI* 
(a more suitable measure of the size of the Irish Economy).

 » Changes to tax and spending introduced in Budget 2020 must be sustainable. A Budget 2020 
package of €2.8bn is in line with growth in sustainable revenue sources. Any additional spending 
pressures should be offset by:

•	 savings in other areas; and,
•	 sustainable tax increases.

 » Last year’s Supplementary Estimate for Health alone was €645 million. The current practice 
is to build such Estimates into the base (thereby increasing the expenditure ceilings). A similar 
request in November 2019 would absorb all the fiscal space currently projected for Budget 2020.

Despite strong headline economic indicators, Budget 2020 should be considered in the context of key 
macroeconomic and fiscal risks…

 » The Minister confirmed that Budget 2020 will assume a ‘disorderly’ Brexit. This means that 
spending pressures for some sectors may be greater than expected. Additional supports to 
counter a disorderly Brexit should come from the fiscal space (€700 million). Alternatively, 
additional revenue will need to be raised or funds borrowed. We emphasise that Budget 2020 
should ensure that the public finances allow for the continued delivery of vital public services in the 
face of a disorderly Brexit.

 » Revenue windfalls in Corporation Tax have been a recurrent feature of the public finances 
(i.e. revenue has been higher than expected). These windfalls were used to fund overspends 
(particularly in Health). Revenue windfalls should not fund permanent spending increases, as they 
may fail to re-appear in future years. Windfall revenues (since 2015) have improved the headline 
fiscal position. We estimate the primary balance is now 1.3 percentage points higher, and the 
debt to GDP ratio is 4 percentage points lower, as a result of these windfalls.
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 » Budget 2019 suggested that some excess Corporation Tax would be set aside for the Rainy Day 
Fund. Corporation Tax has continued to outperform by €1.8bn for 2018, and by €314m by 
end-August 2019. However, projected allocations to the Fund have not changed since Budget 
2019. If the intention is to put some windfall revenue into the Fund, the projected allocation for 
2019 should increase.

 » The concentration of economic activity and tax receipts around a few multinationals is a risk. We 
estimate that if one large multinational left Ireland, it would reduce Government revenue by 
around €440m, and lead to a reduction of 2% in Gross Value Added. This potential revenue loss 
includes both direct and indirect taxation. For context, this revenue loss is roughly the same as a 
€20 increase in the Carbon Tax (€430m) or a 1% increase in the higher-rate of Income Tax (€347m).

 » There is scope for broadening the tax base in Budget 2020. Employees of multinational 
companies pay a quarter of all income tax and USC, while roughly 8% of tax-payers (those 
earning €90,000 and above) pay half of all receipts. There was potential to broaden the tax base 
in recent years (e.g. re-value the Local Property Tax and increase the Carbon Tax). The fact that this 
was not done was a missed opportunity.

Last year, Voted expenditure grew faster than the fundamentals of the economy. With growing risks, 
cautious fiscal planning in Budget 2020 and beyond is needed to protect the public finances…

 » Public sector pay policy is nearing a critical point. The number of public servants is now 
higher than the pre-crisis peak. Spending on pay and pensions is also rising. This means that the 
average cost to the Exchequer per public servant is rising. This should be monitored in 2020 and 
beyond.

 » During the economic and fiscal crisis, a disproportionate amount of cost-cutting fell on 
capital investment rather than day to day spending. This may reflect a bias towards capital when 
government spending is being cut. This should not be repeated in the future.

 » The PBO has estimated the cost of increased unemployment due to a disorderly Brexit. We 
estimate that a disorderly Brexit could increase jobseekers spending by €104m in 2020. This 
could rise to €925m by 2029.
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